In a recent work by Gross, the following problem was stated and solved: given a measure with finite second moment, find a simply connected domain U in C such that the real part of a Brownian motion stopped when it leaves U is distributed as . The construction developed by Gross yields a domain which is symmetric with respect to the real axis, but it has been noted by other authors that other domains are also possible, in particular there are a number of examples which have the property that a vertical ray starting at a point in the domain lies entirely within the domain. In this paper we give a new solution to the problem posed by Gross, and show that these other cases noted before are special cases of this method. We further show that the domain generated by this method has the property that it always has the minimal rate (as defined in terms of the spectrum of the Laplacian operator) among all possible domains corresponding to a fixed distribution , which gives a partial solution to a question posed by Mariano and Panzo.
Introduction
In what follows, Zt is a standard planar Brownian motion starting at 0, and for any plane domain U containing 0 we let U denote the first exit time of Zt from U. In the recent paper [1] the following theorem was proved, which is a direct generalization of the elegant results and methods developed in [11] . Theorem 1. Given a nondegenerate probability distribution on R with zero mean and finite nonzero p-th moment (with I < p < I), we can find a simply connected domain U such that @Z U A has the distribution . Furthermore we have E@UA p=2 < I.
Note that by nondegenerate we mean that is not a point mass at the origin. In fact, this qualification is not present in either [11] or [1] , and it seems to have been overlooked. But it is necessary, and we will discuss this more later in the paper.
In what follows, when is given we will refer to U as a -domain. Therefore Theorem 1 provides the existence of a -domain whenever satisfies the moment conditions. In general a -domain is not unique, however a uniqueness principle for this construction with additional conditions was proved in [1] . We will say that a domain U is symmetric if " z P U whenever z P U. We will call a domain U ¡-convex if, whenever z1; z2 P U with`@z1A a`@z2A then the vertical line segment connecting z1 and z2 lies entirely within U. With these definitions, the uniqueness principle is as follows.
Theorem 2. For any nondegenerate distribution satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1, there is a unique domain U such that`@Z A $ and which is symmetric, ¡-convex, and satisfies E@A p=2 < I.
It was pointed out in [1] that this result fails if any of the conditions is omitted, and in particular it was shown that the parabola and horizontal strip are -domains when is the hyperbolic secant distribution. Another example of this phenomenon was demonstrated in [14] , where it was shown that the catenary (see Figure 4 .2 below) is a domain when is the uniform distribution on @ I;IA, even though it can not be the domain generated by Gross' construction as it is not symmetric. Furthermore, the authors of [14] showed that, among all -domains for the uniform 1 arXiv:2003.02432v1 [math.PR] 5 Mar 2020 distribution, the catenary is the one with the minimal principle Dirichlet eigenvalue, and asked for a characterization of -domains which are extremal with respect to the principle Dirichlet eigenvalue.
In this paper, our primary intention is to demonstrate a new method for solving the conformal Skorohod problem, one which gives the parabola and catenary when applied to the hyperbolic secant and uniform distributions, respectively. This method also has the property that its solution is always the one with the minimal principle Dirichlet eigenvalue among all -domains, which therefore gives a partial solution to the problem posed by Mariano and Panzo in [14] .
To state our results we need a definition. We will say that a domain is ¡ I -convex if, given any z P U, the vertical ray fw X`@wA a`@zA;Im@wA ! Im@zAg lies entirely in U. So, for example, the parabola and catenary described above are ¡ I -convex, while a horizontal strip is not. The reason for this name is that it is a variation on the notion of ¡-convexity, as defined above. Our primary results are as follows.
Theorem 3. If P L p is nondegenerate for some p > I then there exists a -domain U containing zero which is ¡ I -convex. Furthermore E@ p=2 U A < I. Theorem 4. The domain U given in Theorem 3 is the unique -domain which is ¡ I -convex and satisfies E@ p=2 U A < I for some p > I.
Theorem 5. The -domain U constructed in Theorem 3 is always the one with the minimal principle Dirichlet eigenvalue among all -domains. Sections 2, 3, and 4 are devoted to the proofs of these theorems. The domain generated by our method is bounded below by a boundary curve, and in Section 5 we describe a method of determining this curve from the measure . Finally, in Section 6, we present a curiosity, that a formal application of our methods to the Cauchy distribution yields the correct ¡ I -convex domain, even though the Cauchy does not satisfy the conditions of our theorems.
Preliminaries
For a planar domain U, the function @t;zA U 3 Pz@t < UA satisfies the heat equation 1 2 ¡u @u @t a H u@t; zA a H z P @U :
The equation (2.1) is commonly referred to as being of Dirichlet boundary condition type 1 . The rate of the solution of (2.1), which we denote by @UA, is defined to be half of the principal Dirichlet eigenvalue of U. This is the minimum of the spectrum of the half of the Laplacian operator on U combined with the boundary condition. Using the expansion of the solution on the Hilbert basis generated by the associated eigenfunctions, we can check that lnPz@t < UA t 3 t3+I :
In [14] , the two authors treated the rate of (2.1) on domains coming from the conformal Skorokhod embedding. More precisely, they proposed the problem of finding, for a given distribution , the -domains that attain the highest and lowest possible rate. That is, we seek twodomains U and V such that @UA @DA @VA for all -domains D. As mentioned earlier, they partially solved this problem when is the uniform distribution on @ I;IA, showing that the catenary has the minimal rate among alldomains. When we prove Theorem 5 we will see that this is a special case of a more general construction, one which always produces the minimal rate solution.
The analytic tools we will need, such as Fourier series, the periodic Hilbert transform, and the Hardy norm, are largely the same as used in [11] and [1] . For the sake of completeness, we recall here two definitions as well as some related results.
A major tool for us is the periodic Hilbert transform. where P V denotes the Cauchy principal value.
The Hilbert transform has some properties of great importance. The Hilbert transform is an automorphism of L p and it satisfies the strong type estimate jjHfjjp pjjfjjp is, if f is an analytic function on the disk which extends suitably to the boundary, then the Hilbert transform of`@f A is a@fA and the Hilbert transform of a@fA is`@f A. Another important property is that the Hilbert operator H commutes with positive dilations. That is, if¨ff g@xA a f@xA then @H ¨Affg a @¨ HAffg: The quantity Nr@fA is simply the L p norm of the restriction U 3 f@re i A. It can be shown, using harmonic analysis techniques, that Nr@fA is non-decreasing in terms of r [17] . This explains the use of sup in (2.5). Another crucial result about Hardy norms is that, if Hp@fA is finite then f has a radial extension to the boundary. More precisely f £ @zA Xa limr31 f@rzA exists for almost every z P @D (with respect to Lebesgue measure), and this extension belongs to L p as well. In [2] , the author provided a powerful theorem that guarantees the equivalence between the finiteness of the p th Hardy norm of f and the finiteness of E@ p=2 f(D) A.
Another important tool for us the following standard result. 3 Proof of Theorem 2
The proof builds on the methods used in [11] , but with some additional ideas required. Let G be the quantile function for , which is the pseudo inverse of the c.d.f of and consider the P-periodic function ' X @H;PA 3 R U 3 G@ 2 A: It is a well known fact that G@Uni@H; IAA has the distribution [6] . Therefore, by scaling, if is uniformly distributed on @H;PA then '@A $ :
As ' P L p then it has a Fourier series whose partial sum converge to it in L p , i.e '@A L p a +I X n=1 @an os@nA C bn sin@nAA (3.2) where an and bn are the standard Fourier coefficients 2 . In fact, (3.2) is also true in the almost everywhere statement, which is the subject of the Carleson-Hunt theorem [5, 8] . The Hilbert transform of ' is Hf'g@A a +I X n=1 @an sin@nA bn os@nAA and it belongs to L p as well [3] . The power series e '@zA a +I X n=1 @an bniAz n (3.3) belongs to H p since` e '@e i A a:e a '@A and ae '@e i A a:e a Hf'g@A. The map e '@zA is one to one on the unit disc D and maps H to H. We give the proof of this fact in a separate lemma. The domain U Xa e '@DA is ¡ I -convex since ' is non decreasing a.e on H;P. Let Zt be a planar Brownian motion starting at H and stopped at D. Then by conformal invariance e '@Z D A is a planar Brownian motion starting at e '@HA a H and evaluated at U. As Z D a e i where Xa erg@Z D A $ Uni@H; PA, then` e '@Z D A a '@A has the distribution by (3.1). Since H P U and U 3 '@A is non-decreasing it follows that it is ¡ I -convex. Finally, the finiteness of E@ p U A comes from theorem R:I in [2] .
Lemma 9. The map e '@zA is one to one on the unit disc.
Proof. Recall that G is a non-decreasing function on @H;PA. We may find a sequence of functions Gn on @H;PA which converges to G in L 1 such that each Gn has the following properties.
• Gn is C I and non-decreasing on @H;PA.
• lim30+ Gn@A and lim32 Gn@A both exist and are finite.
• lim30+ G (k) n @A and lim32 G (k) n @A both exist and are finite, and furthermore lim30+ G (k) n @A a lim32 G (k) n @A, for all k ! I. In other words, G H n extends to be a C I function on the circle. If we now let n a lim32 Gn@A lim30+ Gn@A, thenGn@A a Gn@A n 2 extends to be C I on the entire circle (i.e. with H and P identified). A standard result in Fourier analysis now states that the Fourier coefficients an ofGn satisfy an a O@jnj 2 A ([18, Cor. 2.4]). Form an analytic functionfn with the Fourier coefficients ofGn@A as in (3.3) . The decay of the coefficients offn means that the power series converges absolutely on the boundary of the disk, andfn therefore extends to be continuous on the closed unit disk. Let fn@zA afn@zA i n Log@I zA C n 2 , where Log denotes the analytic logarithm function whose imaginary part Arg takes values in @ ; A. Then fn is analytic on the disc and continuous on the closure of the disc minus the point I.
Furthermore, the modulus of fn approaches I as z approaches 1. It is therefore a continuous map from the closed unit disk to the Riemann sphere, with I being mapped to I. Furthermore, it can be checked by elementary geometry, or by trigonometric identities, that @ i n Log@I e i AA a n Arg@I e i A a n @ P C P A a n P C n P : It follows that`@fn@e i AA aGn@A C n 2 C n 2 C n 2 a Gn@A.`@fn@e i AA is therefore strictly increasing on @H;PA; that is, as increases from H to P, the image fn@e i A "winds once" about the domain in the Riemann sphere. This proves that fn is injective; see for instance [17, Thm. 10 .31].
Using Lemma 8, it is straightforward to verify that the L 1 convergence of Gn to G on @H;PA implies that fn converges to uniformly on compact sets (note that a@fn@HAA a Im@@HAA a H by construction). By Hurwitz's Theorem (see [15] ), is either constant or injective. The case when is constant corresponds to the case when is a point mass at the origin, and since we have excluded this case we see that is injective.
Remark: The primary difference between this proof and that in [11] is essentially that the Gn's have a jump discontinuity at the point H@ PA when viewed as a function defined on the circle. This is why the logarithm made an appearance.
Remark:
The assumption that is nondegenerate appears when applying Hurwitz's Theorem, and this same issue also applies to the proof given in [11] . Essentially, in this case the domain would degenerate to a point at the origin; it could not for instance be the domain limited by the boundary fRe@zA a I;jIm@zAjg ! I, since this domain contains a half-plane and therefore E@UA p a I 4 A uniqueness criterion for -domains Now we are ready to tackle the uniqueness issue of our ¡ I -convex domain. Before that, we need some preliminary tools.
Definition 10. We say that a function F defined a;b is non-decreasing almost everywhere if there is a non-decreasing function F defined on all of a;b such that F a F almost everywhere. For such a function we define its generalised inverse function F 1 by F 1 @xA a supft P a;b j F @tA xg a infft P a;b j F @tA > xg with the convention F 1 @xA a a if ft P a;b j F @tA xg is empty. The swap between sup and inf is justified by the monotonicity of F . Lemma 11. Let F and G be two function defined on a;b, non-decreasing a.e. If e F @xA a e G@xA for a.e. x then F and G agree a.e.
Proof. Let £F and £G be the subsets of a;b of full measure upon which F a F and G a G, respectively. Set £ a £F £G and suppose that F @cA T a G@cA for some c P £, say F @cA < G@cA.
Since the subset of £ where F or G are discontinuous is countable ( [16] ) and therefore of measure 0, we may discard it and assume that c is a continuity point for both of them in £. Choose`1;`2 such that F @cA <`1 <`2 < G@cA. The continuity of F and G at c yields F @tA <`1 <`2 < G@tA for all t P c ; cC£ for some > H. Now, if y P @`1;`2A then G 1 @yA c but F 1 @yA ! cC.
Thus, F 1 and G 1 disagree on a set of positive measure. This proves the lemma. Now we state the uniqueness result.
Theorem 12. The distribution generates a unique -domain which is ¡ I -convex provided that E@ p U A < I for some p > I. Proof. Let U; V be two -domains which are ¡ I -convex and which satisfy E@ p U A;E@ p V A < I for some p > I. Let f; g be two conformal maps from D to U; V fixing H. By ¡ I -convexity, the functions F @tA a`@f@e ti AA and G@tA a`@g@e ti AA (defined for a.e t P H;P in the sense of radial limits, see [17] ) are a.e. non-decreasing so they have well defined generalized inverse functions e F and e G. As U and V are -domain then`Z U and`Z V share the same distribution .
Therefore, by the conformal invariance of Brownian motion, we get Pf`Z U P @ I; xg a Pf`Z V P @ I; xg a e F @xA P a e G@xA P :
for all x. Thus F a:e a G by applying Lemma 11. Consequently f g is constant via Schwarz integral formula (2.6), and since they send zero to the same point we conclude the equality of f and g. Remark 13 . The condition that E@ p U A < I for some p > I is necessary. To see this, take for instance the domain U a Cnfa@zA I; I `@zA Ig. The resulting distribution of`Z U is supported on I;I, and therefore has all moments. However, U cannot be the domain generated in The proof of Theorem 14 is exactly the same as for Theorems P and Q in [14] . It is based on the rate of strips and rectangles as well as the monotonicity of the rate in terms of domains.
Example 15. The uniform distribution on @ I;IA. We can check that '@A a I and has the Fourier series '@A a P +I X n=1 sin(n) n :
The power series is e '@zA a Pi +I X n=1 z n n a Pi ln@I zA:
This function maps the unit disk to the catenary; see Figure 4 .1. This example is the subject of [14] . Note that 2i ln@I C zA produces the same distribution, however 2i ln@I zA is the one which has a non decreasing real part on @H;PA. Example 16. The scaled and centered arcsine law on @ I;IA.
We get '@A a os@ =2A and so the power series is e '@zA a Vi +I X n=1 n 1 4n 2 z n a i n ln
It is perhaps not so easy to deduce the image of the unit disk under this map; however, in the next section we present a method for finding the equation of the boundary curve in terms of the distribution. As we will show there, when applied to this law we obtain the domain in Figure 4 This conformal map sends the unit disc onto the parabola limited by the equation [12] Py a x 2 I: where xn > H for all n and P m n 1 xn a I, then the domain generated by is the strip fx1 < @zA < xmg with the vertical slits @fxng ¢ @ I; ynA 1<n<m removed, where the yn's are some real numbers. In [11] some methods for calculating the values of yn in the context of Gross' method are presented, and they also work when applied to our method.
Equation of the boundary
In this section we prove that, in some situations, the boundary of the -domain is the graph of a function. This often helps to reduce the computations required to determine the domain. As before, F stands for the c.d.f of and G stands for its pseudo-inverse. Theorem 19. If the distribution is atomless then the boundary of our domain have the equation y a @xA a Hf'g@' 1 @xAA a HfF 1 g@F@xAA:
Proof. Let U be such a domain. Due to the atomlessness of and the ¡ I -convexity of U axis then any vertical line crosses @U in at most one point. Hence this boundary is the curve of a function x U 3 @xA. The uniqueness of U guaranteed by Theorem 12 yields that`f @e i A is simply '@A a G@ =2A. As G is continuous then will inherits this property. The boundary of U is parameterized by U 3 @x;yA a @'@A;Hf'g@AA:
Therefore to find it is enough to express y in terms of x. Since ' is increasing then a ' 1 @xA and hence @xA a Hf'g@' 1 @xAA ' a HfF 1 g@F@xAA:
The above theorem is also valid for domains obtained by Gross method where y a @xA is the equation of the lower boundary. Let's give two concrete examples where (5.1) is applied, one for our method and one for Gross method. Furthermore, the boundary equation (5.1) is a local formula and we can use it "carefully" for atomic distributions. More precisely, if has atoms x1; x2; ::: and F is increasing on every interval @xi;xi+1A then (5.1) is valid for all x P supp@A n fx1; :::g.
Proposition 20. Let @xA be a continuous and a.e differentiable function defined over some (finite or infinite) interval @a;bA such that @HA < H. If @xA a HfF 1 g@F@xAA for some continuous distribution function F then the density of Z U at z a x C yi is given a.e by @x C yiA a F H @xA p I C H @xA 2 where U is the domain above the graph of .
Proof. The proof comes from the formula provided in [1] . and therefore we get @xA a 2 ln@Psin@@ x+1 2 AAA a 2 ln@Pos@ x =2AA a @xA Example 23. We mention that the Gross domain generated by the centered and scaled arcsine distribution mentioned in Example 16 is simply the unit disc. That is, after performing the necessary computations and applying Theorem 19, we find the equation of the lower boundary @xA a sin@rsin@xA C =2A a p I x 2 :
Consequently, the generated Gross domain is limited by the union of the graphs of x U 3 ¦ p I x 2 . This is the unit disc. The same technique shows that, for the same distribution, the boundary equation of our domain is @xA a P @x ln@ot@ arccos( x)
A suprising pseudo-example
The density of the standard Cauchy distribution is given by %@xA a I @I C x 2 A and its quantile function is G@uA a ot@uA for all u P @H;IA. This distribution does not have a mean as it is not integrable. Therefore, we can not apply the same techniques as before to generate a corresponding -domain. However, let us simply ignore this issue and apply the method formally. It can be shown that`Z U has the density % where U is the upper half plane limited by fz j a@zA a Ig; a recent proof of this using the optional stopping theorem appears in [4] , but it can also be deduced by a direct calculation, using the Poisson kernel, or by properties of stable distributions; see for instance [7, Sec. 1.9] or [9, Ch. VI.2]. We can check that Pi e i 1 e i a ot@ 2 A i a G@ 2 A i:
Note that the Fourier coefficients technically do not exist here, because the function is not in L 1
(however, the sine integrals against ot@ 2 A do converge, and if we set the cosine terms all to H by the oddness of ot@ 2 A then we obtain (6.1)). Nevertheless, we have #@zA a Pi I X n=1 z n a Pi z I z :
This is the Möbius transformation taking the disk to the half-plane fz j a@zA > Ig, so that the correct conclusion does hold in this case. We do not know whether this is an isolated coincidence or a sign that the method is extendable. It is interesting to note that the same type of formal calculations do not seem to apply to Gross' method.
